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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an
agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States
Government nor any agency Thereof, nor any of their employees,
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately
owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product,
process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement,
recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any
agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein
do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
Government or any agency thereof.
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LEGAL NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. Neither the United States,
nor the Commission, nor ony person acting on behalf of the Commission:
A. Makes any warranty or representation, express or implied, with respect to the accuracy,

completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this repor1, or that the use of
any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe
privately owned rights; or

B.  Assumes any liabilities with-respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the use of
any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report.

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" includes any employee or
contractor of the Commission to the extent thal such employee or contractor prepares, handles                   )
or distributes, or provides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract
wi/h the Commission.
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PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF SUFERCHARGED NUCLEAR

RAMJET PROPULSION SYSTEM

Summary

A preliminary analysis has been made to compare the performance.of a

ceramic ramjet reactor powerplant, such as described in General Electric

Report No. XDC-56-5-81, with that of such a powerplant supercharged by a

metallic-vapor-cycle compressor jet. Performance  at sea level,   Mach  2.5
is  ·reported  for the vapor-cycle   compressor jet alone,   fdr the ramjet -alone,
and for the compressor jet - ramjet combination.  Results indicate that

adding the compressor-jet as a supercharger for the ramjet provides an in-

crease in specific thrust of about 20 percent over that of the ramjet alone,

with an attendant increase ih thermal efficiency of about 20 percent Sver

that of the ramjet alone.  «
.,

* * *        *        *

Introduction

This report represents the results of a preliminary analysis which

has been made to compare the performance of a ceramic ramjet ,reactor power-

plant with that of such a powerplant supercharged by a metallic-vapor-cycle

compressor-jet system.  This study was conducted to provide comparishn with.

similar studies conducted by North American Aviation, Inc., Missile Develops-
ment Division, under the direction   of   Mr.    Burt L. Taylor. Mr. Taylor ad-
vised Oak Ridge National Laboratory on a visit on March 12, 1957 that the

North American study  had as design parameter flight  at sea level„ Mach  2.5,
with an air exit temperature,from the reactor of 2900'Rl  These values have

been used in the present study.

*.
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Powerplant Description

A.  Ceramic-Ramjet Reactor
· The reactor is similar to that described in General Electric.

Report No. XDC 56-5-81, consisting in general of a cylindrical

reactor with tubular air passages.  For the ramjet application,

air is inducted through a diffuser, heated in passing through the

reactor, and discharged through a nozzle to provide thrust.  This

powerplant is illustrated in Figure la.

B.  Vapor-Cycle Compressor-Jet

This powerplant consists in general of a vapor turbine, an

air compressor, a vapor condenser, a reactor heat source, and a

pump.

The metallic working fluid, rubidium in the present case,

is vaporized at,high pressure by heat from the reactor.  It is

thln expanded through the turbine, providing power to drive the.

air compressor.  The vapor is then condensed in the condenser by

the transfer of heat to air.  The liquid rubidium from the con-

denser is then pumped back to the reactor heat source to complete

the cycle.  Air is inducted through a diffuser, compressed in.the

air comprefsor, and heated by the condensing rubidium.  The air.

is then discharged'through a nozzle providing thrustt· This power-

plant is illustrated in Figure lb.

C.  Vapor-Cycle Compressor-Jet - Ramjet Combination

In the combination of the two powerplants, the compressor

jet and ramjet  are in series,   with  the  air  from the vapor cycle -

condenser passing through the reactor before being discharged

overboard.  This arrangement provides air to the ramjet reactor

at a higher pressure than that obtained by ram alone.  This,.in

effect, supercharges the ramjet, providing an increase in perform-

ance due to the increased air pressure.  In this case the ceramic

ramjet reactor proyides heat to boil the rubidium as well as heat

to be transferred directly to the air.  This powerplant is illus-

trated in Figure lc.

m'.ZOBL
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' that  of the General Electfic reactor,   or  on the order  of  1/600.
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Powerplant Analysis

A.  Ramjet Reactor

This report is. concerned only with thermodynamic performance;

thus, having specified the reactor air outlet temperatute to bes.

2900'R,    the ''only parameter of interest   is  ' the air predsure   drop

in the reactor associated with attaining this air temperature.

In General Electric Report 'No. ]CDC 56-5-81, the ramjet  re-

actors were designed for operatlon at Mach 4.25 at 90,000 to

100,000 ft with air pressures on the order of 1.5 atm at the

reactor inlet, air pressure drops in the reactor were estimated

to be on the order of 0.5 atm.  The air weight flow per unit re-

actor frontal  area was approximately.15 lb/f sec.     It is believed
that the ramjet reactor of the present study would be designed for

similar or only slightly higher values of air weight flow per unit
t

reactor frontal area.  The air density at the reactor inlet in the

sea  level,   Mach  2.5 case would be about 15 times  that  for  the

90,000 ft altitude,   Mach  4.25   case.      Thus,   the air velocity  in

the present reactor would be approximately 1/15 that in the reac-

tor of the General Electric report, and the ratio of reactor air

pressure drop to reactor air density would be approximately 1/200

This is regarded as totally negligible, and is ignored.

A calculation of the ramjet reactor powerplant performance

is   presented in Appendix  A.

B.  Vapor-Cycle Compressor-Jet

The vapor cycle compressor-jet analysis is based on the data;
of ORNL CF 56-8-205.  For the present study the rubidium boiling

temperature was set at 2000'F (2460'R).  This was felt to be the

maximum temperature usable with presently envisioned pipe and other

structural materials.

ffits_-
9.21/
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Performance was calculated for compressor pressure ratios of

1.2, 1.3, and 1.4.  In each case the condensing temperature was

selected to yield the minimum required heat transfer per unit log

mean temperature difference in the condenser, thus minimizing con-

denser size and condenser air pressure drop.  This consideration

led to the selection of condensing temperatures of 1800'R, 1820'R,

and 1836'R, respectivelyp for the pressure ratios ·of 1.23 1.3, 1.4.
A sample calculation of the vapor cycle compressor-jet perform-

ance is given in Appendix  B.

C.  Vaper-Cycle Compressor-Jet - Ramjet Combination

The performance of the combination powerplant was computed by

taking the condenser discharge air pressure and temperature from

the vapor-cycle compressor-jet -calculation as that at the ramjet

reactor inlet, and.computing thrust obtained when the air tempera-

ture is raised to 2900'R by the ramjet reactor.

A sample calculation of the combination powerplant perfotmance

is presented in Appendix C.

I

Results

The results of this analysis are presented in Figures 2 and 3 of this

report.

Figure 2 presents several vapor cycle compressor jet performance parame-

ters as functions of compressor pressure ratio:

a.  Candenser Approach Temperature - the difference between the con-

densing temperature and the condenser maximum bulk air tempera

ture decreases with increasing pressure ratio for two reasons:

(1) increasing compressor pressure ratio yields increased com-

pressor ait discharge temperatures (condenser air inlet tempera-

tures),   and  (2) increasing compressor pressure- ratio requires

increasing turbine power per·unit air flow, requiring increased

rubidium flow per unit air flow.  This in turn implies an in-

creased heat rejection per unit air flow in the condenser.

SECRET
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b.  Condenser Depth_in. Air Flow Direction - with a constant air

weight flow per unit condenser frontal area, assumed to be

20 lb/ft -sec, condenser depth increase's with increasing pres-
2'

sure ratio, reflecting the increasingly severe heat transfer

requirements indicated by curve (la).  The condenser depth

required for a compressor pressurb ratio of 1.4 is 3 ft; for

higher compressor pressure ratios it is felt that.the conden-

ser size would be impractically large.

c.  Specific Thrust - powerplant specific thrust increases with

increasing pressure ratio because the condenser air exit
IM

pressure and temperature both increase with increasing pres-

sure ratio.

d.  Thrust per Unit Heat Input - powerplant thrust per unit heat

input, a measure of powerplant thermal efficiency, increases

slightly with increasing compressor pressure ratio, reflecting

the increasing fraction of the air energy input supplied quasi-

reversibly through the compressor.

'

Figure 3 presents specific thrust and thrust per unit energy input as

functions of compressor pressure ratio for the vapor cycle compressor-jet and

the vapor cycle compressor-jet - ramjet combination.  In addition, specific

thrust and thrust per unit energy are presented for the ramjet reactor.

Discussion

The results of this analysis indicate that the specific thrust and thrust

per unit energy input available from the vapor-cycle compressor-jet - ramjet

combination are up to 20 percent higher than those obtained from the ramjet
reactor alone.

The combination cycle is attractive from the viewpoint of efficiency, and

also because the combination cycle couldconceivably provide takeoff capability,

which would not be available in the ramjet alone.  The design of a reactor to

SECRET
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provide heat directly to air and simultaneously to provide heat at a lower

temperature to boil the rubidium for the vapor cycle has not been considered

in this study, but appears to be a formidable problem.  Also, no estimate has

been made of the weights of the various pawerplants or of their performance

per unit powerplant weight, although it is obvious that the increase in per-

formance obtained by supercharging the ramjet is obtained at the expense of

an increase in weight.

SECRET
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Appendix A

RAmjet Reactor·Powerplant Performance

Sea Level, Mach 2.5

P        2116 lb/ft2amb

T        5190Ramb

1.        Ideal   Ram Air Temperature  and   Pressure,    T          and   POt Ot

T     =  9      | 1 + Z-1  142]Ot ambl L     2

A ume    7   -=       1.4

Tot     =      51.9   11  +  0.2 : [2. 5]  1       =     11680R
LA

P      .   'a.,1  + 9   42], Ot

r 7273.5
=       2116      1+   0.2    13 0 3]

=    38, 184 lb/ft2

2.    Actual  Ram Air Temperature and Pressure,   Tlt;  and  Pit-

T=T =  11680Rlt      Ot

P    = Yl  P
1t ' ID   Ot

where

D  =  diffuser efficiency

Assume qI)-- = 0.8144:. ....  - P.       .

P    =  0.814 x 38,184  =  31,082 lb/f221t

3. Reactor Outlet Air Temperature ahd Pressure, T and P
2t     2t

T2t  =  2900'R by assumption

Ignoring ·reactor pressure drop,

           =                =     31,082  lb/f'622t      lt

SE CHET
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4.  Exit Nozzle Exhaust Velocity, U3

P   7-1

UJ  A 2 nj  .95   T2t     1 -   pamb      7-2t

-                        Assume 7  , nozzle efficiency = 0.95

3 =  32.2 ft/sec2

M   =   53·35' ft lb/lbR
Assume.7  =  1.307

F           r 294-4      ,.0.2351
u3

-
7 2 x 0.95 x 4.25 x 53·35 x 32.2 x 2900 x 1 1-1 ---     1L 31,082-1   ·            

=  4220 ft/sec

5.  Free Steam Velocity, UO

Uo  =  49 Mfs
=     49  x  2.5  x ·\ 319     = 2791 ft/sec

6. Specific Impulse, I

U -U
I  =   3    0 = 4220 - 2791 44.4 1b thrust/lb air per sec

32.2

7. Specific Energy Input,   E

hl  =  283 Btu/lb

h2  = 761 Btu/lb -
ha - 478 Btu/lb1-2

I8.  Thrust per Unit Energy Input -'E

I     44 4
f      =       -71 J      =       0.093    lb   thrust/Btu   per    sed

SECRET
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Appendix B

Vapor-Cycle Compressor-Jet Powerplant Performance

Steps 1 and 2 are the same as in Appendix A, yielding:

Actual Ram Air Temperature. T =  11680R
'  lt

Actual  Ram Air Pressure,   P           =      31, 082 lb/ft 1t

3.  Compressor Discharge Air Temperature and Pressure, T2t and P2t

P2t  =  Zc Pit

where Z compressor pressure ratioC

Assume Zc  =  1.4

P       ·    =      1.4   x   31.082      =      40.514   lb/ft22t ht Z-1 7
T -T :Slz  ,-132t - lt    c

where 11 =  compressor adiabatic efficiencyIC
Assume n =  0.85

lc

7  =  1.37

1168 Fr .1 0.27   7
T  =.1-168

2't                                 ' +   o.   _Ll.1,1 - t-1 - 1299%
4. Specific Energy Input to Air in Co:i,pressor, *1-2

E                Ah1-2 1-2

112       316.6 Btu/lb

h        283.1 Btu/lb
1                                                                                              . i:f :  1,·        ..

El-2 8111-2  =  33.5 Btu/lb

5. Vapor Boiling (Vapor Turbine Inlet5  Temperitwre,   TB

Specify T8  =  2460'R

SECRET
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p 6.  Vapor Conddnsing Temperature, Tc

Assume Tc  =  1835'R

7.  Specific Energy Extraction in Vapor Turbine. E'  Turb

E                   = 106.11 Btu/lb   Ru   for   T       =      2460'R,Turb

T   =  1835'R, and entering saturated
C

vapor, from data of ORNL CF 56-8-205

WRu8.  Rubidium - Air Weight Flow Ratio, W
Air

W        E
Ru         1-2

WAir   "   7 T Turb

Assume  1 T, turbine efficiency O.80

W                                                   -
Ru 33.5

T......I 0.80 x 106.11 0.394
Air

9.     Specif ic Energy Extraction in Vapor Condenser.   E
'  cond

E      = 320.19 Btu/lb Ru, also from ORNL CF 56-8-205cond

10.  Specific Energy Input to Air in Condenser, E2-3
W
Ru

E2-3 = W cond
x E =  0·394 x 320.19 = 126.20 Btu/lb air

Air

11.  Condenser Air Exit Temperature. T
'  3t

T   is found from h ;3t

h =
h2 + E2-33

=  316.6 + 126.2 = 442.8 Btu/lb from gas tables, T   = 1774'R
3t

12.  Condenser Log Mean Temperature Difference, 821.In
ET -T 1 -Fj -T 1  T- -T·
L c 2tJ L c     3tJ =    3t     2tAT =].m . . T-T

..Zi TC - T
2t24 (  2t

T -T T  -T
C 3t C    3t

LR 1774 - 1299 2190Rlm -/4,1835-1299
1835-1774

SELIET
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E

13.  Condenser Heat Transfer Surface Requirement Index, As
2-3

lIn

E .

_2-3 126.2
0.5765ti  219

1ln

This value is a minimum for the assumed Tc = 1835'R.  This value of Tc was
obtained by repeating steps 6 through 13 for several assumed values of Tc,

E'
to determine the value of T which minimizes  2-3 .C

,  ]m
14.  Condenser Air Weight Flow per Unit Frontal Area, G

Assume G = 20 lb/ft2sec

15.     Condenser Heat Transfer Coefficient,    fjOh

1 Oh 9·70 G-'607  +  5.00 from ORNL CF 56-8-205

r 7 -.607
1 oh           .  9-70 L201 +  5.00 =  64.95

16.  Condenser Depth in Air Flow Direction, D

Gx E
D  = 16.92 2-3 from ORNL CF 56-8-205

9 oh   x  AT].m

D 16.92 x 20 x 126.2

64.95 x 219
3.0 ft

17.- Condenser Air Flow Friction Factor, f

-0.762
f  =  0.0371 G + 0.09' from ORNL CF 56-8-205

f  =  0.0371 L291 +  0.09  =  0.0128
r 7 -0.762

18.  Condenser Air Discharge Pressure. P   from ORNL CF 56-8-205
' 3t

 3't       =     2t2    -    910.94   f   G2   D   lyc    -   t'Tl=13

SECRET
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18.  (cont'd.)

Since the pressure drop is small, tgtal pressures are

used with negligible error:

p31;     = 7   pa  -

910.94  f  (;2  D   1.T     -  ar]J  Lc -I

P    =-  E43·5140 2
- 910.94 x 0.0128 x  20  2 x 3.0 x  1835-21 3t

19. Exit Nozzle E»aust Ielocity,_ Vit

U,     -31   2  71 j   i=1:     !3     '3,   [1   -  11 21&-1    Ziti
3t

Assiinie 11 j  =  0·95
Assume 7 9, 1.338

  =  53·35 ft lb/lb R

g =  32.2 ft/sec2

F     r 2116   7   02526 -

V4 - 2   x   O.9 5   x   3.9 6   x   5 3.3 5   x   32.2   x   1774   x  1   -  L '55353 1
= 3498. ft/sec

20.  Free Stream Velocity, Uo

from Appendix A, Uo 2791 ft/sad

21.  Specific Im#ulse, I
U -U

I  =    4     0   = 3498 - 2791  = 21.9 lb thrust/lb''Air' per sec
a         32.2

22.  Specific Energy Input, E

E  =  E1-2 + E2-3  *  33.5 + 126.2- = 159.7 Btu/lb air

23.  Thrust per Unit Energy Input,  

       =      21:2         =      O.137 lb thrust/Btu  per   sec
159.7

SECRET
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Appendix C

Vapor-Cycle Compressor-Jet - Ramjet Combination

Powerplant Performance

1.  Condenser Discharge Air Temperature and Pressure, T3t and P3t

From Appendix B, for a vapor-cycle compressor pressure ratio of 1.4,

the air temperature and pressure at the condenser exit are:

T    -  1774 R
3t

P           =     43.253  lb/ft23t

2.  Reactor Discharge Air Temperature and Pressure, 24t 9nd P4·t

Neglecting ramjet reactor air pressure drop,· and assuming a

reactor air outlet temperature of 2900'R:

T4t 29OOIR

p*t    43.253 lb/ftp

3.  Exit Nozzle Exhaust Velocity, U5

Then the exit nozzle exhaust velocity is:

U         2 7 1  -1-     T    E l -l" 1 ZFJ5   =7       j  7-1 ·   m      4t  1
6-     p4t

Assume Yj  = 0.95
Assume y =  1.307

2
g      =       32.2-ft/sec

f     =       53·35   ft  lb/lb   R

4.  Free Stream Velocity, UI

from Appendix A, Uo 2791 ft/sec

SECRET
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5.  Specific Impulse, I

U  - Uo5          4510 - 2791
53.4 1b thrust/lb  air  per  secI =

32.2

6.  Specific Energy Input, E

E  = E +E +E
1-2 2-3 reactor

from  Appendix  B,   El-2   = 33.5 Btu/lb   air

E2-3 = 126.2 Btu/lb air

h3  =  442.8 Btu/lb air

hI+  =  761.5 Btu/lb air

E                         =     h4   -h3     =     761.5 -442.8=318.7 Btu/lb  airreactor

E  =  33.5 + 126.2 + 318.7  =  478.4 Btu/lb air

7.  Thrust per Unit Energy Input,  

I    _    53.4       .= 0.1121b thrust/Btu  per  sec.
E  -  478.4

SE CHET
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